Abstract. As structural and surface-based analyses gain interest for activation detection, morphometry and intersubject matching purposes, this paper proposes a method to perform structural group analyses directly on the cortical surface. Scale-space blobs are extracted from surfacebased functional maps and matched across subjects. The process aims at identifying activations within a population despite the various effects due to variability. Results of the method are presented with simulated activations and with data from a somatotopy protocol.
Introduction
Group analysis in fMRI aims at building descriptions of unicity and diversity across a pool of subjects of a same cognitive experiment. When the pool is suficiently big, results may then be generalized to a population. Still, matching these subjects together strongly suffers from the intersubject variability that exists at different levels : anatomical, physiological, functional [1] . The usual procedure consists in normalizing every scanned subject to a common anatomical space. Hence, any location in that space is supposed to correspond to the same region in the brain of each subject. Since responses to a same protocol show variability from one subject to another, decisions concerning a group-scale effect are taken upon the hypothesis that the signals across subjects are normally distributed. This forms the general basis of any voxel-based activation detection technique. This general, historical and widely spread volume-based approach consider the voxels of the whole brain, including those in the white matter, whereas the main sources of the functional signal are located in the cortical ribbon. In this context, surface-based analysis schemes especially gain interest [2] [3] [4] as they focus on the main location of the cerebral activity. On the other hand, the framework of structural approaches [5, 6] allows to match objects from one subject to another instead of voxels, a level at which variability is better addressed. In this paper, the proposed method aims at performing analyses of functional data across a group of subjects, in both a surface-based and a structural way (as opposed to the iconic voxel-based fashion). This approach gains sensitivity against volume-based approaches, first by restricting the analysis to the cortex and by focusing on objects rather than voxels. The method is inspired by the volume-based structural group analysis presented in [5] . After adapting its general algorithms to surfaces, such as building surface-based scale-space primal sketches, the intersubject anatomical matching is addressed via a 2D coordinate system defined on the cortical surface [2] . In this context, this work attempts to gather the advantages of two approaches, structural and surface-based, in order to overcome the intersubject variability as much as possible. This paper details in section 2 the method from the representation of data to the detection itself. Section 3 presents results on synthetic and real data. Discussion is then presented in section 4.
2 Surface-based Structural Group Analysis
Data Preparation
For each subject, a triangulated mesh of the inner cortical surface (G/W interface) is first extracted from their anatomical volume using the Brainvisa package [7] . The advantages of using this surface reside in its geometry and its spherical topology. Functional volumes are coregistered with the anatomy, e.g. using SPM2 package [8] . Surface-based representations of functional data are then created using a volume-to-surface projection technique proposed in [9] and tmaps are built by an incremental statistical method [10] . Cortical localization and intersubject matching are performed via a surface-based coordinate system built on each cortical surface [2] . This pipeline finally allows to build individual surface-based statistical maps, used as inputs for the structural representation process described below.
Structural Representation of Data
The structural approach in fMRI data analysis is advocated by different works [5, 6] for theoretical, computational and representation purposes. The voxels are only the acquisition space and have never had any anatomical meaning, other than the simple localization provided by spatial normalization. Moreover, the big amounts of information contained in raw 3D volumes lead to high computation costs, and not necessarily higher sensitivity. The main idea of the structural approach is to deal with representations of data closer to the objects under study than voxels. Some existing works choose to build a scale-space primal sketch of the activity, considering that objects of interest are found at multiple scales [11, 12] . This multiscale approach is advocated for instance by [5, 13] . Some others focus on supra-threshold regions [14] , or activity peaks [1] . Subsequent objects are hence characterized by different, numerical or geometrical, features.
One part of the work presented here consisted in adapting the volume-based scale-space primal-sketch construction algorithm to a topologically and geometrically different domain such as a triangulated surface. Linear scale-space representations of the surface-based functional maps are obtained by smoothing along the meshes by solving the heat-equation, leading to a diffusion process which progressively removes details as in figure 1 . In order to solve the heat equation on a triangular mesh, the laplacian is computed using a finite element approximation [15] .
The method then defines a hierarchical description of the structure of each statictical map on the cortical surface. Different characteristics can be embedded with the scale-space blobs, from their lifetime across scales to geometrical or intensity-based measurements. We chose to attach the product between the blob's lifetime and the t-test value of the blob's maximum on the original functional map, hence describing both the intensity of the blobs and their saliency with respect with surrounding structures [5, 13] . This has been shown to be an appropriate measurement for activation detection purpose [5] . 
Structural Analysis on the Cortical Surface
Let n s be the number of subjects responding to a certain cognitive task. We build for each one a surface-based t-map, describing the relevance for each node to have been activated by the task. n s primal sketches are created from these t-maps, with n bi the number of scale-space blobs extracted from t-map i, i ∈ {1, ..., n s }. By matching the primal sketches, the structural analysis aims at assigning a specific label to each of the N = i∈[1,...,ns] n bi scale-space blobs, depending on the blob probability to represent an actual activation. As far as the matching can be achieved, corresponding activation clusters get assigned the same positive label across subjects and null label is given to blobs of non-interest (noise). This association relies on a model defined using the same set of rules as in [5] , i.e. :
1. A blob representing an activation is likely to have high measurements; 2. Two blobs representing the same activation must be linked in the graph and have the same non-null label;
3. Two blobs representing the same activation (same non-null label) are likely to have spatial supports close to each other; 4. An activation is represented only once for each subject, ie, a positive label must have only one occurrence per primal sketch.
Group analysis is performed on a graph embedding primal sketches of all subjects and built as follow : graph nodes are blobs and edges are set between two blobs if those two blobs a) belong to two different subjects and b) are close enough in the common space defined by the surface-based coordinate system defined in [2] (namely, inter-blob distance must be below 20 mm). As presented in [5] , a blob is identified as an activation if its associated measurements are sufficiently high in the map and if it is repeated often enough across subjects. The label field is modeled as a Markov random field (MRF), whose optimal realization can be achieved in a Bayesian framework by maximizing the posterior probability P (X|Y ), with X the label field on the primal sketch graph and Y the data. In other terms, maximization of this probability drives to the optimal labeling given the characteristics of the blobs (measurements, scale) and the similarities observed between subjects. It is shown [5] to be equivalent to the minimization of an energy function U (X|Y ) defined as follow :
where V (y s |x s ) is a data-driven potential function (rule 1) and V c (X| c ) a contextual potential function calculated from every contextual clique c ∈ C of the graph (rule 2, 3 and 4). Chosen potential functions are the same as in [5] except for the one (figure 2) attached to second-order cliques, which deals with intersubject similarities. Similarity between two blobs is computed using an intersubject 
Otherwise (different or null labels), V c2 = 0. The similarity function f (b 1 , b 2 ) is computed using the surface-based referential attached to each cortical mesh as a common referential. Given two blobs b 1 and b 2 , f (b 1 , b 2 ) returns the length of the shortest geodesic path between the two blobs' maxima in the common referential. d 0.1 is a user-defined distance at which the potential V c2 equals 0.1.
Once all potential functions are defined, the total energy function is defined. To minimize it, we use a stochastic algorithm, the Gibbs sampler with annealing [16] . After minimization, the process returns a set of positive labels, each one representing an activation and having an occurrence in a number of primal sketches. We therefore know the occurrence, or the non-occurrence, of each activation for any subject. These occurrences can then be mapped on the individual anatomy of the subject for localization considerations.
Experiments

Experiments on Simulated Data
The whole pipeline was applied to simulated activation maps on a spherical mesh. Gaussian background noise was first distributed all over the surface, then a set of 4 simulated activation clusters were added to the background. Since the experiment is run on a common spherical mesh, the similarity issue has no more anatomical meaning compared to as on real meshes. Still, the profile of the map was meant to recall the one of a typical functional t-map and some amount of variability was simulated in terms of activation intensity and location as illustrated on figure 3 : from the original location, a different node is randomly selected in a neighborhood as a new activation focus for each map. The neighborhood is taken as 10.0 mm-wide, equal to the typical intersubject variability magnitude δ τ in [6] . Primal sketches are built for each of the 10 maps and minimization is run on the resulting graph and label field. Non-null labels are presented in figure 3 . A set of 4 non-null distinct labels were attributed, each of them identifying the same specific simulated activation focus across all the maps. Blobs are represented as small spheres for visualization purposes.
Experiments on Real Data
We ran the activation detection pipeline on 8 subjects issued from a somatotopy experiment. Surface-based maps were computed for a simple (foot movementrest) contrast and primal sketches were extracted from these. Minimization was performed on the primal sketches graph. Resultingly, there were 9 non-null labels generated. One of them is repeated across the 8 subjects, two of them exist in 7 subjects and one can be found in 6 subjects. The most frequently occurring labels are gathered at the top of the central sulcus, or on the medial face of the hemisphere, located either in the primary sensorimotor areas (M1-S1) or in the supplementary motor area (SMA), as the results one would expect from a neuroscientific point of view. One label appears near the insular cortex in 2 Fig. 3 . Labeling after minimization on simulated activation maps and spherical atlas subjects. Figure 4 shows non-null labels for 4 subjects, together with individual statistical t-maps thresholded at p < 0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons). Table 1 details the numbers of occurrences and the energies associated to these labels. 
Discussion
The minimization aims at finding the label configuration which leads to fit with the initial model. Results on simulated data show that non-null labels were attributed to areas on the sphere showing relative high intensity and good matching across the simulated maps. Specifically, all clusters were properly labelled, with no false positive. On real data, results show that non-null labels appear in variable numbers of subjects, which correlates with the variability effects recognized by other works e.g. [5, 1, 6] . Overall, the label with the lowest energy (table 1) is the one existing in most subjects and identifies the primary motor activation. Then, the labels with the second lowest energies stand for somatosensory activations on one hand, and supplementary motor activations on the other. This complies precisely with our model and with the neuroscientific results expected for such study. Figure 4 compares the activations to thresholded individual statistical maps and shows that several components may exist under a single supra-threshold cluster, which is a specific valuable feature of structural approaches.
In order to assess similarities between subjects, a surface-based coordinate system is used as a common referential to all subjects. However, these coordinates cannot be used as is to compute distances. This illustrates the need for a common reference spatial support, i.e. a cortical surface atlas. Without such an atlas, our method chooses one subject as a reference used to calculate interblobs distances. Nevertheless, this subject presents specific anatomical features, which are not necessarily representative neither at a global nor at the group scale. This inevitably introduces a bias in the calculated distances [17] . The choice of a statistically representative and non-biased atlas is directly related to the performance in overcoming intersubject anatomical variability and therefore a crucial point in order to realize our measures on the cortical surface. By these considerations, structural group analysis using surface-based intersubject distances constitute a new approach, significantly different compared to voxel/node-based statistical methods.
Conclusion and Further Work
This paper presents a method which connects two distinct analysis frameworks, structural and surface-based. The method was applied to a set of simulated data and functional data from a somatotopy experiment. The results showed efficiency of the chosen model in retrieving simulated activations and detecting activations associated to a simple motor task. The paper underlines the importance of a common space to make comparisons between subjects. Future research will concern the creation of a cortical surface reference atlas and therefore the implementation of an anatomically meaningful intersubject distance.
